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                What are you here for?

                Buy a phone
                Sell my phone
            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Buy a phone

                    We stock a colossal range of refurbished phones at a fraction of high-street prices. Rest assured, each device is thoroughly quality-checked and comes with a 12-month warranty for total peace of mind.

                    
                        Shop now
                        Interested in buying tech? Shop refurbished tablets

                    

                

                
                    

                    

                

                
                    Sell your phone

                    Have you got an old phone gathering dust? Or perhaps a broken device you think no one will want? Either way, we’ll take it off your hands in return for some lovely cash. So go on, get a quote today!

                    
                        Sell my phone
                        Interested in selling tech? Trade-in your tech

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            Shop our range of tech
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            Sell popular phones
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                            Apple iPhone 11

                            We offer up to
£155.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone XR

                            We offer up to
£90.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 13

                            We offer up to
£300.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 12

                            We offer up to
£230.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone SE (2020)

                            We offer up to
£75.00

                            Sell now
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                            Sony DualSense PS5 Wireless Controller

                            We offer up to
£35.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 7

                            We offer up to
£20.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone X

                            We offer up to
£90.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max

                            We offer up to
£315.00

                            Sell now
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                            Samsung Galaxy S21 5G

                            We offer up to
£135.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max

                            We offer up to
£410.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 12 Pro

                            We offer up to
£280.00

                            Sell now
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                            Samsung Galaxy S9 G960

                            We offer up to
£40.00

                            Sell now
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                            Samsung Galaxy S8 G950F

                            We offer up to
£20.00

                            Sell now
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                            Apple iPhone 11

                            We offer up to
£155.00

                            Sell now
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                        About us

                        	Who are Envirofone?
	Envirofone Trust Pilot reviews
	Privacy policy
	T&Cs
	Support & FAQs


                    

                    
                        Shop phones & tech

                        	Refurbished smartphones
	Refurbished iPhones
	Refurbished tablets
	Refurbished laptops
	Refurbished Macbooks


                    

                    
                        Phone help & advice

                        	Advice Centre
	Guide to buying a refurbished phone
	How to unlock a phone
	FAQs


                    

                    
                        Trade in your device

                        	How to sell your device
	Sell your phone
	Sell your tech
	Envirocharity - how it works


                    

                    
                        Get in touch

                        	Contact us
	Facebook
	Twitter
	Instagram
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